Rigby

ProClamp
The Rigby ProClamp can be fixed to a bench or
post up to 4” thick, vertically, horizontally or to a
standard size scaffolding pole.
Supplied with a series 3 Gitzo style plate with 3/8”
thread so you can attach an Acratech Ballhead,
a Wimberley Gimbal Head, Arca Swiss or whatever
type you have.
Best of all it provides strong and versatile support
for your expensive gear minus the Tripod Legs !
Optionally it will accept a Gitzo GS3512 Carbon
Fibre Centre Column to give you extra height or
width adjustment.
The optional Monopod Clamp accessory is
designed for cases where the shelf in a hide is not
strong enough, this allows you to remove the
standard series 3 plate and replace it with a
monopod which will help stabilise the ProClamp
and shelf to the floor, then attach your equipment
to the monopod.

Bob Rigby Photographic have always endeavoured to bring the
highest quality equipment to the attention of professional and
amateur photographers. We are the sole official UK importers and
distributors of high quality professional Gimbal Heads, Ballheads,
QR plates and Accessories made by Acratech, GimPro & Wimberley.
We stock all Acratech Nomad, GP, GPss & GPX Gimbal Ballheads,
Long Lens & Panoramic Heads, Camera Quick Release Plates,
Lens Plates, Levelling Bases, Nodal Rail, Universal ‘L’ Brackets,
Quick Release Clamps, Swift Clamp & Acratech Accessories.
We have the best selling Wimberley V2 Gimbal Head, SideKick,
The Amazing MonoGimbal Head, The Sidemount Head,
Lens Replacement Feet and Lens Plates, Flash Brackets,
Plus the world famous Plamp 2.
We also stock the fantastic GimPro products designed and made
by nature & wildlife photographer Ralph Pollack in South Africa.
Single & Double Pano Heads, The Mk2 Door Mount + Swivel Arm,
Hide Clamp, Pipe Clamp & Gimbal Head.
We aim to keep good stocks of all the most popular products but
with regular shipments from the U.S.A & S.A. any items not in stock
or not listed on our website can usually be obtained fairly quickly.
If you have any questions or need any advice about any products
please call Bob as he likes to help and to make sure that you
purchase the correct equipment for your photographic needs.

email : info@bobrigby.com
website : www.bobrigby.com

GimPro Mk2 Gimbal Head
The GimPro Gimbal Head consists of 21 individually
CNC machined parts made from the best machine grade
aluminium which are then assembled by hand to meet
the highest standards possible. Six precision, sealed,
no maintenance roller bearings for smooth pan & tilt.
Designed to handle all telephoto lenses up to 800 mm.
Maintenance free with no lubrication needed, no plastic
or rubber and all knobs are captive, so nothing can get lost.
Plus it is easy to disassemble for compact packing and travel.

GimPro Single Pano Head

Gimpro Double Pano Head
The double pano head can be used in a wide variety of situations, wildlife, nature,
sports, birds, motor or horse racing, aircraft, news events and more. It allows you
to have two cameras mounted side by side on one head, they can then have
different focal length lenses, swapping from one to the other takes seconds.
Your valuable gear doesn’t have to be laid down by your side or on the floor as
you change over and you’re less likely to miss a shot while you swap !
Five precision, sealed, no maintenance ball bearings allow for smooth pan and tilt
Quick height adjustment made easy. Components are assembled with special
joints, high grade stainless steel screws. All machine grade Aluminium
construction with no plastic or rubber that can break or deteriorate and all knobs
are captive, so nothing can get lost. Available in black or silver chrome finishes.

Originally designed to be used in conjunction with the GimPro
Door Mount, although it is not limited to that function only.
Six precision sealed, no maintenance ball bearings allow for
smooth pan & tilt. Can handle all telephoto lenses up to 800mm.
Machine grade Aluminium construction with no plastic or
rubber that can break or deteriorate. It is also easy to
disassemble for compact packing and travel.
All knobs are captive so nothing can get lost.

GimPro Swivel Arm
Designed to work with the Hide Clamp or
Pipe Clamp it transforms a single pivot point
to a multi angle mount. Pivot runs on three sets of
sealed roller ball bearings. Machined from solid Aluminium
it incorporates a quick release coupling to attach gimbal onto arm.
The swing radius is adjustable, with finger touch friction adjustment.

GimPro Hide Clamp MkII

GimPro Car Door Camera Mount MkII
iThe MkII Door Mount is the latest upgrade to the original
swivel head clamp-on door bracket.
It has a lighter, sleeker design, comes complete with the
Gimpro Swivel Arm.
The first and only car door camera mount to give you so much
freedom of movement and stability while totally securing
your equipment to your vehicle.
A fluid, stable panning motion achieved using sealed bearings on all pivot points.

The GimPro Hide Clamp MkII is designed to clamp on a wooden
sill in a hide or a fence post giving you solid,
secure stability both horizontally or vertically.
Made from Anodised Aluminium.
Two 3/8” attachment points.
Max clamp opening is 82mm.
Two stage jaw adjustment for narrow ledges.

GimPro Universal Pipe Clamp
Standard 3/8” fitments for attaching a gimbal head,
ballhead or other attachments. Fits pipes from 25 – 55mm
Precision machined from solid Aluminium.
Wrap around clamp for maximum clamp force.
Multiple uses on vertical and horizontal applications.
Use on its own or with accessories.

Acratech is a family run company based in the USA
who design and manufacture high quality,
innovative products for photography and imaging.
Acratech products are proudly made in their Pomona,
California facility using the finest materials and
quality workmanship to give you years of reliable service.

GPX Heads

GP Heads

GPss Heads

All Acratech Ballheads are designed to be lightweight and rugged.
They are designed to function as a Gimbal Head adding to the versatility.
All take Arca-Swiss type plates and the open structure lets moisture,
dirt & debris fall through instead of being trapped inside a greasy socket.
The clamp can be removed on the GP, GPss & GPX Heads and placed on
the bottom plate, flip the ballhead over and it functions as a levelling head.

Wimberley is a father-son partnership based in
Charlottesville, USA. They are dedicated to the design
and manufacture of professional photographic equipment.
Wimberley Version 2 Head is a specialised tripod head
for large telephoto lenses. The gimbal design allows you
to easily support and manipulate very large lenses as
you follow and capture fast moving subjects.
First introduced in 1991, the Wimberley Head
quickly became the No.1 choice all around the
world for serious sports & nature photographers.
Wimberley MonoGimbal Head designed to increase
the variety of movements using very long lenses
on a monopod. Mounting the lens and camera
sideways makes it considerably easier to achieve
balance and to follow the action quickly. Strong
and lightweight for years of service on location.
Wimberley Sidekick weighs approx 1.3lbs, it fits easily
into your camera bag and converts your Arca-Swiss type
ballhead into a gimbal head in seconds. Slide it into the
quick-release of your ballhead, the elevated tilt mechanism
and side-mounted quick release clamp allows your
lens to easily rotate around its center of gravity.
Wimberley Lens Plates are Arca-Swiss style
quick-release plates for collared lenses. The safety
stops at the front and back of the plates ensure
that your expensive lenses don't accidentally
slip out of the quick-release clamp.

Nomad Ballhead

Long Lens Head

Panoramic Head

The Nomad Ballhead is a lightweight gimbal ballhead designed
for the active location and travel photographer, rugged and very reliable.
The Long Lens Head only weighs 0.89lb yet is capable of providing rock
solid anchoring for even super telephoto lenses, such as a 600mm f/4 lens.
The Panoramic Head has a large degree scale on the tilt axis, adjustable
zero pointers on the pan axis make multi-row panoramas quick and easy.

Universal 'L' Brackets

Nodal Rail

Levelling Bases

The Nodal Rail is designed to position your camera front to back to
accurately align the nodal point on your lens over the center of rotation.
Universal 'L' Brackets allow the weight of the camera to stay centered
over the tripod during vertical or portrait shots, 2 sizes available.
Levelling Bases are used to quickly and easily level the bottom of the
ballhead on your tripod to produce accurate, properly aligned images.

Wimberley Lens Replacement Feetdare designed
specifically to replace the factory fitted foot on the
rotation collar of your lens, they decrease the overall
lens height which lowers the centre of gravity to
help achieve proper balance on a gimbal head.
They all fit Arca-Swiss style QR clamps.

We have the Wimberley C12 Clamp in stock,
a selection of various spare parts and accessories.
We also stock Wimberley Arms, Extension Posts, Flash
Modules, Adapters and Conversion Kits.
Anything not in stock we can obtain fairly quickly.

PP200

Camera QR Plates

Generic QR Plates

Lens QR Plates

The Plamp

Swift Clamp

Camera QR Plates are all designed to fit specific camera models,
they prevent your camera from rotating or twisting once locked in place.
Generic QR Plates are all designed to be universal and can be used
on any equipment to allow it to fit into an Arca-Swiss type clamp.
Lens QR Plates are all Arca-Swiss compatible. The lip prevents rotation of
your lens. Various sizes are available to fit nearly all lenses.
The Swift Clamp, a strong, fast and easy way to move a camera with an
Arca-Swiss camera plate between a strap and tripod head in mere seconds

PP400

PP222

PP300

PP320

Ground
Plamp

The Wimberley Plamp 2 is one of those accessories that once you buy one
you'll wonder why you didn't get one sooner ! We have been selling these
for years and the latest version is the best yet, improvements to the clamps
at both ends and a bigger jointed body make it stronger than ever.
Add a PP222 12" extension, a PP300 ground stake with PP320 extension
and you can easily hold a wide variety of items steady out on location.
The new PP400 Ground Plamp is part Plamp, part Ground Stake all in one !

Level QR Plate

Laptop Viewing Gauge

S/Steel Allen Key

The Level QR Plate fits into any Arca-Swiss style clamp to allow you
to set it perfectly level before you attach your equipment.
The Laptop Viewing Gauge fits on the side of your laptop screen
allowing you to quickly view the screen at the optimum viewing angle.
The Stainless Steel Allen Key has a keyring so you can attach it to your
camera bag, that way you'll always have one with you, just in case...

